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  A note from the 
Otiumberg sisters.

We started Otiumberg in 2016 as a bit of a side hustle. 
After returning from our 9-5, we’d spend evenings 
designing and honing our brand – selling a few pieces to 
friends and family. Slowly but surely, our customer base 
grew into a community that, like us, sought pieces that 
were both desirable and accessible without compromising 
on quality or responsibility. 

Together, we have grown the brand from the ground up 
without any external investment to date. Whilst this has 
been challenging at times, it has allowed us to answer to 
ourselves, not shareholders. This meant we could take a 
slower, more considered route that established trusted 
supply chains and responsible production methods.

Sustainability tends to be a bit of a buzz word these days 
and perhaps at times, a little misleading. That’s why we 
prefer to talk about our responsibility – acknowledging 
the inherent contradiction between an industry that 
thrives off newness and the concept of sustainability 
itself. So, with the desire to create, we focus on being as 
responsible as possible in the process. 

There’s no denying the jewellery industry impacts the 
planet. From the use of natural resources to pollution  
and waste, trying to understand all these elements and 
act truly sustainably can be challenging. 

We decided the most responsible approach was to 
follow our instinct and focus on timeless design (we've 
never tried to follow trends) and personalisation to 
enhance the attachment and long-term wearability of 
our designs. This design approach paired with our focus 
on responsible materials and circularity (repair and 
recycling schemes) underpins our current approach. We 
continue to work with our suppliers in small production 
runs on new product and made to order models to 
ensure that we meet demand as best as we can. This 
aims to reduce waste and avoid unnecessary end of 
season sales. 

As we emerged from the pandemic in 2021, we remained 
convinced that steady and responsible growth is 
fundamental to the longevity and resilience of our 
business. Over the course of the year, our team of 
seven have all engaged in our responsibility ambitions, 
from our second Life Cycle Assessment, to the launch 
of our Annual Giving Fund and journey towards B-corp 
certification. For us, it's important we integrate 
responsibility into everyone's role at Otiumberg to 
ensure that we are all aware of our impact and supply 
chains. 

Our supplier visits after the pandemic allowed us to be 
closer than ever to the hands involved  in the creation of 

our jewellery. When we say handcrafted at Otiumberg, we 
truly mean it. Each piece of jewellery passes through over 
28 hands before it is completed from casting to QC and 
packing. It's incredibly important to us (and you) that we 
are conscious of the impact and human behind each and 
every one of them. 

Our approach has always been personal, never corporate 
and we are proud that among some new suppliers, we 
remain working with the same trusted workshop and 
craftsmen that we have been working with since the very 
beginning. We put a huge amount into these relationships 
and hope to bring an increasingly positive impact to those 
who contribute to the success of our business.

We recognise we have so much more to learn about the 
industry and are committed to educating ourselves with 
the help of experts along the way. We wanted to share 
our personal responsiblity journey update for 2021, along 
with all the questions that remain. We want to be honest, 
open and forward-thinking together with you. We’re 
never one to stand still and accept we know it all, that’s 
just not the Otiumberg way.
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Our Priorities

We are prioritising our impact across four focus areas. Within these areas, we have 
outlined our game plan - where we have made progress and where we still have a way to go.

THE JOURNEY TO CIRCULARITY
Where jewellery can lead the way.

FOOTPRINT & CARBON NEUTRALITY  
Measure, reduce & offset.

PLASTIC INNOVATION
Eliminate & innovate.

POSITIVE IMPACT
A force of business for good. 
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Our 2021 Journey 
Highlights

Smart Works 
Partnership 

Launched a partnership with SmartWorks 
to donate jewellery quarterly. We  hope 

this donation will continue to support the 
confidence of women in their network. 

LCA 
Assesment 

Conducted a second Life Cycle 
Assessment to ensure we understand 

and measure our impact across the 
value chain including scopes 1,2 & 3. 

This process allows us to measure our 
impact year on year, understand where  

improvements need to be made, and 
off-set effectively where we fall 

short.  

Journey to 
B-corp

Invested time and resources into our 
B-corp application. We have spent 

over a year on this application, building 
the framework for a more responsible 

business from our materials and supply 
chain, to our team and community 

contriubtion. 
 

Supplier Visit

We spent time with our suppliers in 
Thailand to strengthen relationships 

post-pandemic. 

Choose Love 
Partnership

We launched two necklaces with 100% of 
proceeds donated to programmes that 
support displaced women and children. 

Our campaign gave voice to women 
within the Choose Love family who had 

experienced displacement. 

Surviving the 
Pandemic

Our team of seven navigated the 
pandemic in full-time roles safely 
and successfully. This was a huge 
achievement and we are proud of 

what we achieved under such 
unprecedented conditions.  
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Who we are 

Our supply chain.

RECYCLED GOLD & SILVER

Thai certified refinery

RECYCLED METAL SUPPLIER

EU certified refinery 

HEADQUARTERS

London

CUSTOMER

RECYCLED GOLD & SILVER

USA certified refinery

WORKSHOP

Thailand

Audited by Bureau Veritas

WORKSHOP

India

Audited by Intertek

GEMSTONES

Trusted suppliers source internationally 
with longstanding relationships with our 

workshops

CHAIN PRODUCTION

Italy & Germany 

RJC & ISO certified

Recycle / Repair
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

Circularity is a system that challenges the waste-intensive take-make-dispose model 
of consumption.

From our non-seasonal approach to design, to the use of recycled materials and recycling 
initiatives, we are pushing for a more circular way of operating.

At Otiumberg we break this circular consideration down into five considerations:

DESIGN FOR CIRCULARITY

ELIMINATE WASTE & PRODUCTION

KEEP PRODUCTS & MATERIALS IN USE

DESIGNING OUT POLLUTION

REGENERATE NATURAL SYSTEMS

THE JOURNEY TO CIRCULARITY
Where jewellery can lead the way.
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

DESIGN FOR CIRCULARITY
As a small business, our design team sits next to team members who focus on our responsibility and 
impact. This facilitates open dialogue and transparency that is integral to responsible production.

It's well known that 80% of a products' impact is decided at the design stage. That's why it is so 
important to have these circular tenets discussed at that point.

Our design approach considers how the materials we use will remain in use and how the design itself 
will remain desired for years to come. 

Coming from luxury fashion, we have always respected the longevity of good design and its ability 
to transcend trends. That’s why we disregard seasons and focus on the beauty of simplicity, 
often refining down designs to enure they are truely timeless. Every piece we make we consider 
the material impact - using the majority recycled solid gold, vermeil and stering silver across the 
collection. There are only a few components and chains that remain from mined components. 

In 2021 we continued to focus on our personalisation offer, which we believe fosters a greater care 
of, and attachment to, the pieces we create. The year saw us introduce several new personalised 
collections with the standout product being our solid gold Tiny Diamond Alphabet Tags and Charms. 

Whilst our metals are certified recycled, we recognise that the sourcing and use of gemstones is by 
no means circular. Gemstone provenance is challenging across the industry and transparency often 
frustrating. We are committed to learn more about the source of our gemstones and how we as a 
brand can support a better industry. We will always ensure that gemstone designs never make up 
more than 50% of the collection. 
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

DESIGNING OUT POLLUTION:  
RECYCLED RAW MATERIALS

Recycled gold returning to our workshop in Thailand

Gold and silver can be efficiently and infinitely recycled, making these materials an excellend basis for 
our circular approach. We source our recycled gold and silver bullion from suppliers certified by the 
London Bullion Association and Responsible Jewellery Council. 

The recycling process is complex and can involve several different techniques. Most of our recycled metal 
comes from metal waste at our workshops - which is recycled and returned as pure or karated metal. 
Alongside this, our partners purchase recycled precious metal processed from various sources which 
could include low, medium or high grade waste.

40%
The use of recycled 

materials saves up to 
40% in CO2 emissions 

per design.

In 2021, the use of recycled gold 
and silver in our collection saved 

200 tonnes of CO2 emissions. The 
equivalent of 11 UK households’ 

carbon footprint.

x25
84%

of the Otiumberg 
collection is crafted using 

recycled gold or silver.
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

RECYCLED VS FAIRMINED & FAIRTRADE
The general consensus in the industry is that recycled is the best way to reduce your impact. 
Whilst we recognise the huge benefit of recycled metals on our footprint, we also recognise the 
importance in improving the mining industry - both its environmental and social impact. After 
all, we are contirbuting to the demand of this precious material. This is definitely the elephant 
in the room, and we want to talk about it. 

With this in mind, we are taking steps to support and or integrate Fairmined or Fair Trade Gold 
into our collection. The process is complex but our team is eager to try and contribute to these 
organisations and mining communities. 

We failed to integrate either source into the collection in 2021 due to cost and suply chain 
integration challlenges but continue to discuss ways in which we can do so. For more 
information on these sources, we have provided links below.

https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/buying-fairtrade/gold/
https://fairmined.org/
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

KEEP PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS IN USE: 
CARE & REPAIR
One of the benefits of being primarily a direct-to-consumer brand is that we can stay in 
close contact with our customers - offering immediate repair and recycling solutions. 

Care
Our dedicated team is here to help. We recently introduced a specialised cleaning kit with a 
series of supporting cleaning tutorials on Youtube. Our clients can also enjoy free cleaning 
for their pieces during appointments at our London HQ.

Repairs 
Every product comes with a year warranty, after which we run an easily accessible repairs 
service. The wonderful thing about jewellery is that it can - more often than not - be 
repaired in a few simple steps, whether that’s replating gold vermeil or soldering back a 
loose link. We want to build a relationship with our customers so that they feel comfortable 
coming back to us and repairing rather than discarding them. 
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The journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

RECYCLING

In 2021 we launched our recycling scheme which promotes a more circular mindset. We 
recycle old gold and silver pieces - whether Otiumberg or not - all with a nice Otiumberg 
incentive. 

In 2021 we recycled over 100 pieces of non-Otiumberg jewellery. 

Clients send us their 
unwanted sterling silver 
and solid gold jewellery 

(from any brand, including 
broken pieces) for 

recycling

We will send clients a 
credit to spend with us; £20 

to spend on Otiumberg

We recycle in bulk and  
put the materials back  

into use.

Kind to the planet, nice  
to your wallet. We love  

a win-win

Clients jewellery sent 
to Otiumberg for 
recycling. 
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The Journey to circularityThe journey to circularity

ELIMINATE WASTE & PRODUCTION: 
MADE TO ORDER, PRE-ORDER & WASTE 
CONTROL

Made to order
Made to order has always been a part of Otiumberg. This approach allows us to test demand, avoiding 
overproduction and excess waste. Currently around 15% of the collection is made to order from our sig-
nature Alphabet Pendants to Ensemble Diamond Bands.

Pre-order & merchandising
We try to eliminate waste and overproduction with new products by testing demand with small produc-
tion runs and pre-order launches.

Waste
There’s no denying that the jewellery making process produces waste. Whilst our production footprint is 
small we ensure that we measure the waste we do produce and that it is either re-purposed or disposed 
of safely. All metal waste from the workshop is recycled and returned as karated metal.

The main waste products include Rubber, Investment Powder and Silicone. Our workshop engages 
specialist outside industrial waste treatment and disposal processors for each of these elements to en-
sure they are safely disposed of.  And as part of the plating process, most of the water we use is reused 
and then replaced every two weeks to keep our overall usage minimal.

A silicone mould at our workshop. 

A made to order white topaz alphabet pendant. 

In 2021 we generated 7 kg of rubber waste. 
This equates to less than 1 tCO2e

A rubber mould at our workshop. 
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We are carbon neutralWe are carbon neutral

MEASURING OUR IMPACT
“The only way to make long-term sustainable change is to understand your impact across the 

full supply chain."
- Rosanna Wollenberg, Co-founder. 

In early 2022 we invested in our second Life Cycle Assessment to monitor our impact through 2021. This 
assessment allows us to understand our impact and how we can reduce it and consequently offset our 
remaining footprint in the most effective way possible.

Material Acquisition

84.9%

Overhead

4.6%

Production

9.7%

Distribution & Storage

0.8%

142 tonnes of Carbon emissions.
The equivalent of the footprint of 

18 UK annual households.

x18

2021 FOOTPRINT
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We are carbon neutralWe are carbon neutral

REGENERATE NATURAL SYSTEMS 

Whilst we recognise that Carbon offsetting is an imperfect solution, for a small brand, Gold 
Standard projects offer us a way to support solar, wind and bio-mass energy projects in a way 
that mitigates our impact to some degree. 

For our 2021 footprint of 140 tonnes we have selected to invest in three Gold Standard projects. 
All credits issued from Gold Standard have undergone a robust verification process by an 
ISO accredited third-party verifier. These credits are also all tracked on registries to ensure 
emissions reductions are not double counted.

We are delighted to confirm the retirement of

140 Verified Emission Reductions (VERs)
for

Otiumberg Limited
on 25/08/2022

100.5 MW Wind Power Project in Madhya Pradesh, India - (50x)
400 MW Solar Power Project at Bhadla, Rajasthan, India - (50x)

20 MW Biomass Power Project in Chhattisgarh, India - (40x)

These credits have been retired, saving 140 tonnes of CO2 emissions
from being released into the atmosphere.

Thank you for investing in a safer climate and more sustainable world.

Retirement certificates are hosted on the Gold Standard Impact Registry, 

Order number: GSM14595

view your certificate.
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We are carbon neutralWe are carbon neutral

CARBON PORTFOLIO SECTOR BREAKDOWN

A breakdown of the type of projects we have invested in for our carbon offset

Biomass Power Project in Chhattisgarh, India
Godawari Power and Ispat Limited (GPIL) has installed a 20 MW bio-
mass based power project that generates electricity using rice husks 
from local communities. By using a renewable fuel, this project reduces 
local waste whilst reducing emissions by replacing fossil fuel intensive 
based power generation.

Solar Power Project at Bhadla, Rajasthan, India
The project activity generates electricity using renewable solar ener-
gy. The generated electricity is exported to the regional grid system, 
which is under the purview of the INDIAN electricity grid of India. The 
project activity reduces anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gas-
es estimated to be approximately 694,471 tCO2e per year, thereon re-
placing 732,874 MWh/year amount of electricity with renewable en-
ergy. The project diversifies the mix of power plants connected to the 
INDIAN GRID, which is mainly dominated by thermal/fossil-fuel based 
power plants.

Wind Power Project in Rajasthan, India
This 22.5 MW wind power project uses renewable energy to generate 
clean electricity. Based in the Indian state of Rajasthan and promot-
ed by Orange DND Wind Power Private Limited, this project has played 
an important role in reducing CO2 emissions by generating 45 GWh of 
clean electricity annually – the equivalent of powering 10,500 households 
every year.

Wind energy 
35%

Biomass energy
30%

Solar energy
35%
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Positive impactPositive impact

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING. 
Traceability and responsible sourcing are signifigant challenges in the natural diamond and gemstone world. We 
cannot deny that these materials are part of the natural world, with millions of people involved in their sourcing, 
cutting and selling. Despite the progress we have made in other areas of our supply chain, we recognise that the 
industry, and Otiumberg, has a way to go. 

Whilst we annually map out the origin of our stones to avoid any conflict regions or areas with known ethical issues, we 
recognise that purchasing can happen at least one step from the mines and that it can be hard to ascertain concrete 
provenance information. The associated supply chains are more complicated than metals as fewer established 
certification systems are in place. 

Here are some steps we take to be as responsible as possible about the stones that we use.

Kimberley Process 
All our diamonds are sourced from suppliers who abide by the Kimberley Process. The Kimberley Process Certification 
Scheme (KPCS) imposes requirements on its members to help them to certify shipments of rough diamonds as 
‘conflict-free’ and prevent conflict diamonds from entering the legitimate trade. Although we recognise the limitations 
of this process that have come to light in recent years, it is a positive step in the right direction. 

Purchase conditions 
Otiumberg have signed supplier agreements with every workshop to ensure that their choosen stone suppliers are 
able to illustrate traceable supply chains through documentation such as images from the mines, cutting facilities, 
disclosure certificates and mining licenses. Topaz

Brazil
Emeralds

Zambia

Diamonds
Africa

Diamonds
India

White Sapphire 
Sri Lanka, 
Ratnapura

Black Sapphire
Australia

Pearls
China
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Plastic innovationPlastic innovation

“One of the biggest challenges in the jewellery industry is eradicating plastic. What a lot of con-
sumers do not see is the copious amounts of polybags used for shipping across international supply 
chains. This was such a tangible issue for us that we simply could not ignore.” - Rosanna Wollenberg

Our pieces arrive from the workshop in HOME compostible 
bags wrapped in paper and cardbopard, tied with string. HOME compostible bags.

PLASTIC: ELIMINATE & INNOVATE
On trips to visit our workshops, we realised the extent of which countries are plagued by not only their own lit-
tering but also by the plastic garbage surplus from European countries, much of which ends up in unregulated 
landfills or simply into nature. 

These trips made us more determined to eliminate and reduce our plastic footprint. Here’s how we’re tackling 
it. 

Workshops: Polybags are clear plastic bags that protect the jewellery from workshop to warehouse. It’s the 
plastic you never get to see. Well, we’ve taken action on two accounts.

Our workshops either use a HOME compostable bag or are supplied with biodegradable bags that strictly fol-
low industry standards and are also recyclable. Home compostable is a term that refers to products that will 
break down in properly operating home compost bins to leave no trace. In the presence of moisture, air and 
heat generated by microbes the decomposition of organic matter - including our HOME compostable plastic 
bags - hastens in little as a few months. That being said, if we dispose of them in our regular waste which goes 
to landfill, we can rest easy in that the bags will break down in a similar but slower process of about one year.

Bio-degradable refers to materials that break down into elements found in nature through a natural process 
within a short period of time. Our bio-degradable bags are also recyclable and can be recycled into lower quali-
ty plastics for other uses, such as for furnitures, utensils and toys.

Wholesale: Our wholesale stock is sent in only bio-degradable bags in which we ask that the jewellery is stored 
in. 

Otiumberg Warehouse: Our stock is stored carefully in either bio-degradable or HOME compostable bags. 

Otiumberg Sendings: We are developing new packaging which will allow us to stop using biodegradable postal 
bags as required by our frieght partners. This launch is penned for Summer. 2023.

Our tape is now also plastic-free!
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Plastic innovationPlastic innovationPACKAGING: NO PLASTIC. NO FOAM.
Whilst our current packaging is deemed sustainable, we wanted to see how we could go a step further 
with a new packaging development launching 2023.

Boxes
Our boxes will remain crafted from FSC paper which consists of paper sourced from sustainable and 
recycled sources. We have introduced  inserts which are also crafted from paper to ensure that our 
boxes are mono-material and easily recycled at home. 

Pouches
We learnt that conventionally grown cotton has a negative impact on the environment due its high water 
consumption and use of harmful pesticides and fertilisers. We  therefore re-designed our packaging to 
remove the use of cotton in our pouches, seeking the use of other more natural materials such as Ramie 
and Linen.

Mailing Bags
We set ourselves a goal last year to eradicate the biodegradable plastic mailing bags that our freight 
partner required us to send out orders with. In 2021 we switched delivery service in order to ship our 
jewellery in FSC cardboard boxes at a rate which remains commercially viable for us. In the meanwhile, 
we have redesigned and fortified our ecommerce boxes with a new production partner to be able to send 
your orders out safely withouth the plastic mailing bags. 

Through the use of biodegradable 
plastics within our supply chain, 

Otiumberg saved 1.69 tCO2e per tonne of 
plastic used in comparison to traditional 

packaging film. 
This is the equivalent of 28,351 phone 
charges. (LCA Repot by BeZero 2021)

28K
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Plastic innovationPlastic innovation

PLASTIC: PARTNERS & RECYCLING

Plastic At Our Main Workshops
Often hidden away in the supply chain, plastic can be used for storage, shipments and much 
more. Our main workshop (produces over 80% of our collection), have banned single use plastic, 
removed plastic polymer storage bags and rolled out a comprehensive recycling infrastructure 
which includes a compost on the grounds. We intend to use this experience and knowledge with 
our other suppliers as we grow.

Think Before We Print 
Our care booklets and tissue paper sent with every order are printed with a supplier who works 
with paper from sustainable sources. Our printers are 100% digital and toner based which 
means cartridges go back and are refilled. Where we use litho, we opt for a supplier who uses 
vegetable and soya based inks.  

HQ Recycling & Virtual Stewardship 
We have clear recycling options at our London HQ alongside a virtual stewardship policy to 
support a more responsible work from home environment. 

PLASTIC: WORKSHOPS

Our pieces stored in cotton pouches instead of plastic at 
our workshop. 

Single use plastic is banned and recycling operations 
made clear and efficient at our workshop. 

Otiumberg co-founder Rosanna reviewing the recycling 
methods at our workshiop.
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Positive ImpactPositive Impact

POSITIVE IMPACT:  
A FORCE OF BUSINESS FOR GOOD. 

Female

70%

Male

30%

Female

40%

Female

100%

Male

60%

Otiumberg HQ

Thailand 
Workshop
Audited by 

Bureau Veritas

India 
Workshop

Photos of some of the team from our main supplier in Thailand. 

Audited by 
Intertek
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Positive ImpactPositive Impact

POSITIVE IMPACT
As we grow we always want to consider how our business can be a force for good. 

Otiumberg is committed to supporting and improving the livelihood of those who help us create 
our product across the value chain. 

We approach this currently with these three initial steps: 

Supply Chain Mapping 
An annual exercise to know who is involved and impacted by our production and material sourc-
ing. With an industry of often complex supply chains, this exercise helps us focus on where 
traceability needs to be improved. 

100% Living Wage
Living wages provide the means for workers to purchase goods and services like food, energy, 
education, housing, transportation, healthcare and are crucial to ending cycles of poverty that 
have lasted for generations. 

Compliance
We speak with our workshops daily to ensure our relationships remain strong and trusting. 
Alongside visits, we also request more formalised audits such as Intertek and ISO certification. 
With this mix of personal and professional due-diligence, we are taking steps to ensure safe, 
healthy, and fair working conditions, as well as supporting gender equality and fair wages of 
the staff at each of our workshops. 

Our Creative Director Christie working on designs 
with a CAD designer at our workshop. 

The 3D printer that helps create the 
wax moulds used in the process. 

The filing process at a workbench at our 
Thai workshop. 

Polishing process Casting room 
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Positive ImpactPositive Impact

Giving Back ANNUAL GIVING FUND: 
CHOOSE LOVE

In 2021 we launched the Otiumberg Annual Giving Fund 
which seeks to support the empowerment and ad-
vancement of women and children. 

In light of a growing refugee crisis, our team decided to 
support Choose Love for 2021. We designed two neck-
laces with 100% of proceeds donated to programmes 
that support displaced women and children. 

More than a simple donation, our campaign aimed to 
tell the human story. We shared the image and story 
of some incredible women who had been helped by the 
charity from writer Zarlasht Halaimzai to Syrian film-
maker, Waad Alkateab. 

To date have donated close to £10,000. The pieces 
remain in our collection. 
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Positive Impact

EMPOWERING WOMEN FOR JOB SUCCESS
SMART WORKS

In 2021 we launched a partnership with 
Smartworks to donate jewellery pieces 
quarterly as well as provide designs for 
their fundraising auctions. We really 
hope that our jewellery adds a special 
and meaningful touch to the women 
that come through Smart Works. 

The London-based charity provides 
career coaching, interview dressing 
and preparation services to support 
women in their professional pursuits.

Smart Works is proud that 72% of 
women that come through the net-
work go on to get a job within one 
month of their appointment. 

Smart Work clients in Otiumberg. 


